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1

Rain
framed at several depths through
a large window, a railing on which a
hummingbird feeder rests, its sugar water dyed
red, just for the beauty of it though
doubtless the lore that such birds are
attracted to that color plays
a role; then the next level, the
jacaranda and its lacey frond-filled branches, dripping
with moisture, drops no doubt
full of life, tiny creatures, with detritus
caught within as well—
beyond more jacaranda leafing and the
linearities of humanity, the architectural lines and
glass and concrete plates, facings
for mysteries complex as may be the water droplets, the
junk-seeming roiling until we

    know. Darting
an immature male hummingbird, throat only
slightly tinted, comes to
the floret closest to view, most out of
the rain, the floret like
the sugar water, made by human hands to
accommodate the hummingbird, any
hummingbird but in this case, one such
skittishly hopping from a wire to rest on while
sucking the food through its long beak, hopping then
flying,
the almost invisibly churning wings
a whisk of motion, nervously
assessing a present of rain and trees and air and threats
supposed, an immanence of
air, the distractions from
the food it wants.
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 2

A shredded bandage
haunts the jacaranda, a

graceful drape caught on
a dead branch, shriveled

from a strand of
hospital gauze it once was, stained

in oozings from the wounds of
a top-floor tenant, a young man

who is said to have died from AIDS though
I knew him only as a rough if open soul

of seeming vigor—the dressing
thrown from his window, floating to

the very place it shrivels, more
a memory of what it is, as

he is, something churned by the springtime
heavy breeze from

the rot of winter rains, who
knows this?

a friend or
mother somewhere, this

witness wondering
what insect has somehow used

these threads, what microbial porridge
spawned new life—

thoughts turn away, at
night above the tree, a dot,

Polaris oddly, a slight
twinkle in the urban sky, hints

of darkness in reflected urban light,
hums astral, random, a streetcar, an

imagined owl, why
not? something

is there, more
a sound, or

an expectation
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She caught my attention as I passed the bus stop. I’d
looked myself to see if a bus was coming, and
she’d called out, ‘Is it coming?’ to which
I shook my head, mumbling ‘no.’ Before I’d
even turned to go on she was upon me, shuffling with her
walker, her bare legs plump as stakes beneath her
bathrobe, she bent almost double and short at that, ‘What
pain! You’d never believe it!’ I glanced and commented, ‘knee
replacement?’ And she snapped back ‘Percodan don’t help.’
‘Vicodin?’ I offered, and she answered, ‘no, no, I
told them to keep all that stuff … awful! By
this time the bus was sliding up along the curb. The
elderly driver called to her, at the foot of the steps to board,
‘7-11?’ meaning a convenience store a block along the
route; evidently he knew her. ‘Yeah!’ and on she wheeled
herself, the kneeling-bus boarding contraption lumbering
to place her at deck level in the bus. She plopped down, one
of three passengers similarly crippled, the group obstructing
ordinary passage to the back. I had climbed the restored
steps, paid to a loud signal with my electronic pass against
the electronic fare collector, and pushed past the ensemble
encumbering the doorway. ‘Thanks, sir! Thanks so much! God
bless you!’ though all I’d done was hand the walker into the bus
to the driver. 

A route of evanescence
With a revolving wheel;
A resonance of emerald,
A rush of cochineal;

    And coming home, there again she was, this
time pushing along the street: the 7-11 at slightly higher
elevation than where we caught the bus, she could push her way,
gravity flow, in short segments. I noticed she was smoking;
probably her mission at the store, she’d run out of cigarettes.

And every blossom on the bush
Adjusts its tumbled head, —
The mail from Tunis, probably,
An easy morning’s ride.

That was it! ‘She’s what I’m supposed to see!’ came to me, came
because a friend who’d seen my writing about my window-view in rain
with its red-tinted sugar water for hummingbirds had found the
prominence of the feeder vis-à-vis the bird itself a
distraction, the bird the actual interest, and
went on to mention Emily Dickinson’s “Humming-Bird” to
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be the ‘gold standard’ where the mail ‘from Tunis’ got her
‘every time.’ My actual concern had been with the feeder as much
as with the bird, but ‘that’s it! The route of evanescence
with a revolving wheel had happened with the kneeling bus, I
understood, the motion from human leg to motor vehicle, all
the blather my mind spins once it’s settling upon …

       She
called out when she saw me pass by her along the sidewalk, ‘Thank
you sir! Thank you!’ and joined someone she knew at an open
parked car window, her cigarette waving as she shouted some
remark, apparently a conversation,  what
was the charm here? her life?
     my life thinking about hers?
 the feeder or the living bird?
  What did I care about? What confusion
    cushions an imagining of life? a plasm supposed
   to be, to be beyond emotion?
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4
from: lewisellingham <magicpool@earthlink.net>
subject: [SFBirds] Sutro reservoir
to: SFBirds@yahoogroups.com
date: Wednesday, February 2, 2011, 11:27 AM

A Say’s phoebe was conspicuous at the eastern entrance to the reservoir 
under Sutro Tower mid-morning. Other birds seemed especially bright, a 
circling pair of red-shouldered hawks, yellow-rumps and white-crowns all 
in vivid spring pages. Large numbers of corvids flocked overhead.

a reply from a birder after reading the online report:

The corvids you see overhead at the reservoir are invariably all Ravens. 
I’ve counted as many as 120+ roosting on the radio tower in winter 
although 30-40 is more usual during the day.

“Both the discovery and demotion of Pluto remind us that our universe is a 
mystery.” (New York Times, Feb 4, 2011)

  from: magicpool@earthlink.net
                subject: [SFBirds] American bittern
 to: SFBirds@yahoogroups.com
 date: February 6, 2011 12:11:32 PM PST

 
The American bittern was where Logan Kahle reported it being yesterday, 
“on the flattened reeds across from the bench on the central-west side of 
the lake.” A Steller’s jay and two Townsend’s warblers made up the halo, 
bouncing about assorted nearby swamp trees. A lovely morning on the 
Chain of Lakes and surprisingly quiet considering a Kaiser Permanente 
health event was in progress along the nearby roadways.

“Gott ist tot.” God is dead. God remains dead. And we have killed him.… Is 
not the greatness of this deed too great for us? Must we ourselves not 
become gods simply to appear worthy of it?
—Nietzsche
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Jupiter and the crescent moon.
Tonight, a clear February night
warm enough to not wear a jacket,

the patient is resting on its back.
Jupiter the bright single foot
with the head the crescent moon,
a pillow, flat
  in the sky,
    tonight
Jupiter and the crescent moon.
Duplicated when they reflect in glass,
a streetlight turns, cars pass,

the patient rests
   in the sky.
Seen from the moon the patient
crawls, the planet remaining
          bright
over a sighing earth restlessly
 breathing, its surface like
   a tossing sheet, pulled
here and there
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Liquidambar
nodding in its remembered glories

by the laudromat, across from
Café H and Sanchez School near the

corner of Sanchez and 17th streets, you
know, Liquidambar styraciflua —American

sweetgum —with the
dramatic autumn leaves: don’t

look back, look around,
the twists at morning meditation, get

even is what Michael Corleone advised, is
downward facing dog, cow cat &

cobra, you know, Bhujangasana,
don’t get mad, get

even, that’s what Michael
  Corleone proposed, you

know, you’ve got to
    know
     how
      it is, just
   like it is, the
autumnal leaves of glory
    turning
 looking at the skylights in
  the yoga studio, the unpainted
 walls of handsome wood and old
   brick
    car noises
  so distant, so
     far away
though they’re just on Sanchez Street with
 Books & Bookshelves at the corner
  of 14th Street, each
   asana a small move
         in the pattern
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She had just finished describing her deathwatch for
her teacher. I’d heard her speak before, this
articulate woman, clearly some kind of professional
commanding authority, deserving and probably
requiring respect from those
she dealt with — she had said so, since
her subject now was grieving, that she had
tried to order her responses, and those responding around
her, order and control, all unavailing when
she finally, unexpectedly felt raw
grief — how else
could it be? The setting, a
meditation hall where addicts, obsessives and likeminded
souls meet, worthies attempting
to discover a worthy world, some of that reality
that “human kind cannot bear too much of,” Eliot has noticed.
In the comment period a thin faced
balding man spoke — he’d waited while a
pause lengthened to a growing tension of silence —
remarking, ‘… grief is a place deep enough for respect,
there’s nothing mental around it, it’s what
you get, what you have, a wormhole to …’
Later I said to him, as we were leaving, ‘… when
you mentioned the passage between what “we” have and
elsewhere, I knew you …’
‘… understood,’ we both said, and smiled.
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‘We have been informed by the phone company that you

have an electrical outage in your area; that is
why you cannot access DSL …’

the mellifluous voice from India informs
me, and so I am reassured though

I already have closed and lost some browser
connections I will now have to

refind, refine there the details I want &
then look again at the light rain that

12 hours ago was stronger, that apparently
caused (might ‘was instrumental

in causing’ not
improve

a description of)
this turbulence unlinking

California, a
name from a medieval novel,

this disturbance reflecting
the impieties of

the friars who enslaved
the local Ohlones, the Miwoks, the

everybody in reach who
professed other than Jesus, no

this outage is a
bolt from darkest night, the

snows of the Sierra Nevada, the
traffic of jets and angels arcing

hope
the wide-eye caress

of orbits
subtle in their immensity,

even kind in their indifference, hinting
they are there, a

sound as much as visual
impression or

what is that kindness? a
Nothing at all the

fantasy of a human mind like
starlight on the slopes of these mountains

arcing to a middle
age in India and the Ohlones

by a pond, catching their
tears before low Mass starts

their day, in
India and California
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The first light, the
very first light, daybreak but
not dawn, the very first
to touch the middle-aged Chinese
 woman who runs her sexual
  relief
   operation
at benches under a highrise on Market
Street, to
 touch the often raving
  Woody, cherished
street person of the Market / Church
 intersection, to bathe the
snowy plovers darting Ocean Beach at
 midpoint on the Sunset shore,
  somewhere around Noriega;
the city’s grid twinkles out, the
ships at sea appear, the wake’s
 reflecting the ever westward
  circling first
light, the city
with its rumble louder, its
light revealing less for the mass
of more
 vehicles snaking the great freeways
  280 and 101 to
the Bay Bridge in process of rebuilding

since 1989 now
 a huge central tower
  rising by

Treasure Island and Yerba Buena, a
 generation in
  its making
consumed by the horrors of politics and
 money making, the
victims of a
first light they hope will never end.
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Random as paper blown

along the street, the beaming smirk of
a security official booming, ‘not

that way, let the card
press against the contact 30 seconds!’ And

when challenged that the symbols on the card must
match up, shouting ‘I know what I’m doing! It’s my job!’ — 

the silver thread hung there, a hint from her
metal belt, a piece of fabric or

just the light itself —
shouting, quietly, an

ornamental plant display at the
foot of a street tree, the facets of an

exotic lily-like tongue-leaf
catching bright light the

wings of a cabbage moth, but at
its edge, just for a moment, a

silver thread melting to the darkness of
a cut in the flesh of —

‘you know,’ a neighbor gestured, taking in
the plywood and glass façades of

new apartment buildings rising on
Clayton Street, where Corbett

crosses, ‘there was a 200-year old black oak on that
site, the builders came at 3 a.m. and

cut it down, we hadn’t seen a posting to
warn us, and now they put in a sapling in

the same place when they
could have had that tree! O it’s

such a shame,’ his
squinting eyes bright with anger.

The thread was at his pantleg, worn
coveralls and ancient boots, caught                          

just in the way he turned or
I wouldn’t have noticed.
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White, but the white covering mass-

produced, industrial-scaled surfaces, in
this case ceilings, a composite material holed

with the only wonder noticeable, dots of black
   suggesting absence, vacancies
  a bit other than the
hospital ceiling stared at from the enclosure
 of a human scanning device, no hum of
  an MRI, no disembodied voice of
   a technician saying ‘this
procedure will last eight and one half minutes’ and

an increasing whhrrrr of quite
    remote activities, no,
only silence, a camera aimed
 for the heart, the white-clad technician who had
  inserted the IV to inject the nuclear
   drug, the active agent in
the stress test substituting a
   treadmill workout for
  the same stress on the heart, the
enamel surface of the machine white as well, then
 the doctor’s familiar face, ‘how are you?’ and
indeed, an old friend of a dozen years, we had
become fellow bird watchers, he and his wife up in
 Marin County, at the Las Gallinas Sewer Ponds:
‘OK’ seemed the best response, white like

the surroundings
  neutralized to what passed for
   small talk when I’d entered,
a question, “Do you occasionally get drug addicts and
    can’t find a
  vein?’
   ‘more than occasionally, half
the time,’ and
  ‘do they ask you to keep the IV apparatus
 inserted once the procedure is over?’
   ‘no, but they do ask to use
the bathroom, and come back high …’
      ‘what happens
if you can’t find a vein, try for under a toenail?’
  ‘I don’t do heroics,’ the technician answers;
soon enough the monitor tabs are removed from
 my chest, the blood pressure gauge detached: my
shirt is forest green, though my pants are white.
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Nostalgia guided my gaze across
Columbus Avenue to the triangle building at

street’s end, where it makes a half-right turn into 
Montgomery Street, a building formerly the

TransAmerica Building, the land office for the
Bank of America. Now dominating what

I could see — across Washington
Street from the triangle —was the immense foot of

the TransAmerica Pyramid, still
the same company, that had become an icon

of the San Francisco financial district skyline. Beyond
I could just discern about half the three-story

Canessa Printing Company building across Montgomery,
the first floor of which had once been the Black Cat Bar,

celebrated in legends of mid-20th century
bohemian and gay history. As I turned

my head slightly to the right
 I looked through large windows over

Washington Street to the rest of this desert —
stone and grayness filled me, as it
always has (I think of Sundays as

a child, and other dull horrors) — a
stumblebum came by and, glancing

from side to side, dropped his trousers and
squatted on the sidewalk close by one of the

large plate glass windows,
defecating copiously onto

the cement. My friend,
to whom I had been chatting, re-

membering a world of historical curiosities involving
this setting, remarked, “Oh, he can’t see us, this

is one-way glass. It’s not unusual
to have this happen.”
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Cardiology intensive care, groggy
yet clear
  in memory
    the
slow realization
   ‘this is a heart
attack’ yet
  I must have known it the
night before
  so much pain, the
 classic places, right arm and
chest; hints
  out camping at
Point Reyes
   days before,
 the harsh light
    of
drugged hospital comfort, no
 pain, just
  drowsy curiosity looking
in a relaxed way
   at bustling people, all
in white gowns, the
   blond, sharp featured German-
 looking doctor,
    ‘did you know you’ve
  had a heart attack?’ — yes, but

he couldn’t know
I’d taken public transportation from Stonestown
  (the #28 bus north on 19th Avenue, then
   the N-car along Judah to
the hospital, saying
 to the emergency duty person, ‘I
  think I …’ of course it was all
hurry then,
   ‘you are having a heart attack, sir’ and
‘the team is assembling in the operating room, you
will be under anesthesia in moments, so please
  undress now, and place your valuables in this bag, the
 financial services representative will take them, and this
   bag is for your clothes, get on the
gurney’ then
  my next memory of this German
doctor, but he’s wasn’t just
    looked like a classic
 of the once celebrated Aryan type, the
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  next figure, a
   nurse, brisk at her job, but
I felt like talking, my first sentences whole and reflective,
 small talk for starters, but soon it took a
    turn, ‘you just got here, you
mean, today?’ I asked.

   ‘Yes, I’m hired by the shift, a
  special assignments nurse.”

“Am I, or this
 unit, special in some way?’
     ‘Yes, the
nursing staff is on strike. The hospital hires replacements.’
 “Do you live here?’
    ‘O no, I’ve an apartment in
  San Diego, but my real home is
   an airplane. I’m always on the road;
 just out from Boston, and a few days before that
   Washington, and then 2 places in
the South, just a few days anywhere.’
    ‘Isn’t this a hard way to live?’
     Well, I wanted to use the
 word, ‘scab’ but refrained, ‘living in an airplane, changing
  clothes in San Diego every once in awhile.’
‘The money’s good, a thousand a shift, plus air fares. You get
   used to it. But,’ and she hesitated, ‘it may not
   be for the old. Then at this money, who needs to do it for long?’
I asked, ‘how long have you been doing it?’ and hearing
 ‘maybe 15 years, maybe almost 20, I’d have to think,’
    I continued, ‘like
  what do the other nurses think?’
       She smiled,
 ‘I don’t ask.’
   Groggy, the room had a warm glow,
  mild, toward the red or purple spectrum except
    for the white uniforms, the
moving parts of the unfolding scroll.
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We had hurried across the lawns and wide streets
of Parkmerced, early evening

but already dark, from
the townhouse we shared,

late February in
1987: a dinner party at a friend’s in

Ingleside, the next neighborhood east,
 to catch the bus, #29 which
makes a wide half circle over

the south and west of San Francisco,
going just our way.

He said, once we’d gotten to the
bus stop along 19th Avenue, “I’m

shorter than you, my legs have to
move faster than yours to go the

same distance,” and he fell
silent. Were we not in a hurry, already

a bit late, I’d have thought about the
remark since he was a dozen
years older than I, had had a

heart attack a year before, and
while recovered apparently, and

much lighter than he’d been, he’d
begun drinking again and was

fast gaining the weight he’d lost.
The bus weaved to the stop, a

light rain was falling, the enormous
window-shield wipers arcing

over the polishing glass, the
driver’s face staring

not at us, but the shiny street
surface, the interior lighting

revealing scattered passengers
through the bus. We boarded

and chose a double seat to the left
facing forward. My companion began

to comment, something hard and sharp I
could tell, then suddenly, like

an attacking hammer, his
head snapped toward my shoulder —

I’d selected the window seat, he the aisle.
While I began to take this in, he

slithered to the floor, onto his back, face
upward, a fat man, a mound

of dark clothing, his arms
wedged along his sides against
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adjacent seating. The bus came to a stop.
Outside, along Ocean Avenue, very near our

anticipated destination — I noticed, glancing —
traffic moved over slick streets; passengers

in the bus began to stand, the driver
walking toward me, still sitting and

bent toward the floor, taking the scene
in, the waft of the driver’s voice, a

soft African-American speech saying,
“We’ll be here awhile, folks. Get out and take

the next bus,” to the sighs of
those affected. Slowly

people left and soon firemen
arrived, from a station within

sight of the parked bus, one
bending to my friend and finding his

wallet, asking me, “Do you know
him?” I identified him very

exactly, reciting his full name and birth date
and venue, the fireman nodding

and saying, “The
ambulance is coming.” I then asked

the bus driver, “Do you have a
dime” — phone calls cost 10¢ then, and

public telephones commonly ranged
the streets — “I need to

call where we were going, the
people there will come

to help.” The tall black driver nodded
and handed me the coin. I left the

bus, saw a phone by a business
on the street, and made the

call. Soon fellow guests were
standing by me, but I asked them to

return to the party, I would go
with the ambulance to the

hospital, to do what
had to be done. Of

course my friend was dead.
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The bamboo deck furniture was but a single indicator
of an ease implicit aboard P&O’s Himalaya, docked
at Pier 24 in San Francisco just under the
Bay Bridge — the pier borrowed from Matson Lines, the
ship
 down from Vancouver, and before
  from Suva in Fiji and other of Her
   Britannic Majesty’s dominions
    beyond. I worked for the line and
     had asked two friends to join me, they
      comfortably placed as this
   leisured ship’s other passengers and guests seemed to be, easy
 if unassuming, the tropical privilege languidly
  buoyed, the calico pillows, the
   large tables supporting each tea service, the Asian
    servers in white, the linen
     toned to the ceramic, the
    tea itself, doubtless
  from Himalayan slopes, my
   friends frequent international travelers to
    ‘the East’ as they recited
     memories at Shrinagar on
     Kashmiri houseboats served
   similarly, youthful male retainers, linen and
    ‘china’ just
     so
      a
       lovely
    yes, a sunset over the City, the
  rippling pierside waters darker, flotsam and
   the odors of garbage yet
    a gentle air, other
     anchored ships at other
      postings over the
       bay, so quiet, a
  hint of thin crescent moon, too
   soon yet for the first stars, just the
    necklace of lights on the bridge with
     a subdued hum of traffic over its
      span.     Tea
     and its surround.
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“Don’t wear your watch or
carry any money. They’ll get them

while you’re sleeping.” The
advice of my predecessor. Night

manager at a men’s shelter, volunteering
a job maybe I’d

not quite thought
through — the Ozanam

shelter and detox, Howard near
10th streets — “and

consider appointing one of
the homeless to

be your night assistant, offer him a
regular bed every

night, no lineup at Old St. Mary’s for
the ticket, he’ll know

the people, who’s trouble, who’s
OK.” — at a glance I’d

noticed peculiarities like
the TV battened

to the wall 8 feet from the floor, ditto
the fire extinguisher, use-

less, way out of reach, and
no toilet paper in the bathroom, no

towels. The first arrivals
began climbing the stairway at 8 p.m.,

to the dorm, 4 rows of beds, army
blankets folded, no bedding, just

mattresses on an iron frame, clear
floors to huge windows over-

looking a warehouse scene
outside. As the men bunched be-

tween stairwell and beds, I asked,
“What do you want to watch, ‘B. J.

and the Bears’ or ‘Loveboat’?”
The vote was close; I asked again, when
everybody had arrived; “B. J.” won, but

the vote had been close — the truck
driver and his chimpanzee companion

in the cab of their big rig, a sexy
lady picked up at their last truckstop

stretched behind them on a
bunk wedged at cab’s top—

all heads aimed high to the TV:
the audience. Me. “Lights out. 10 o’clock,”

the huge timepiece high on
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the wall, its hands almost to-
gether in the circle’s 4th quadrant.
A quiet night. Little disturbance.
No fights. No visible bottles. The

show’d caught them all. Me too. As
eventually I dimmed the overhead lights,

at the dorms’s far end I noticed a
short, white-haired man in Levi jacket

tossing something from an
open panel of a window; he closed

the glass when he saw me looking. I
walked toward him, casually. He
faded toward a bed. I looked out,

observing a pile of paper matchbooks
on the window’s ledge. Below, in an

alley, a large metal dumpster full
of building junk and newspapers
had begun to burn in one corner,

the flames licking metal and a
broken chair. Just next to these

3 sleeping men, coats pulled high to
collars and faces, sprawled over

garbage. One was closely tucked
into himself, another a lazy swastika,

the third slightly bent, his hands
cupping his groin. A weak

streetlamp and the spreading
flames only hinted at their shapes,

their clothes. I saw beyond
a police van delivering a crumpled

soul at the detox door on the
1st floor. Pushing the window panel open,

I called to the uniformed patrolmen,
“There’s a fire in the dumpster and

at least 3 men sleeping!” One
of the police, bald and middle
aged, looked toward me and,

still supporting the detox’s new
arrival, nodded. The dumpster’s
shadows danced a bit, brighter,

though not by much.
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Her voice revealed its age, its theatrical experience, its
naivete as
  it filled the glassed-banked airing porch, the
 candles flickering with the
     draughty seep
       of breeze
   from half-closed doors
    over
      the sheet-draped picnic
tables, platters of
   spent mussel shells spilling onto
  a mess of butter and lemon
      stains, water
 glasses of cheap white wine —
    already dark,
      the only light a
   ribbon along the 2-lane highway below, toward
  the beach, the
    silence of the village, of
   the half-acre garden, not
       a sound,
 a cat, a barking dog, just
    such lights hinted from the sea, from
  San Francisco, 20-odd miles away, over the
       ocean, her
voice rising, a singing force of
    “I love my love with the hairs of my head. I’ll
  never, never let go.
     Ha! Ha!
       I’ll never, never let go.”
 Another platter of mussels steamed
   in the oven drain tray, nothing else big
    enough, more citrus squeezed over the
  orange flesh,
    a few turns of a pepper mill at ‘coarsest’ setting and
   a splash of cooking sherry before I
     returned to the long table with its
      dozen guests, variously drunk and
attentive, breathless,
   “Be still, be still, you devilish hair. Glide back to the grave and
 sleep.” The voice bore on. The
      shellfish collected in the
afternoon
  at Duxbury Reef, a wedge of
     stone dividing the Pacific from
   Stinson Beach —
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      I’d used my navy peacoat as a
 sack, upside down, sleeves
    stuffed into pockets so that
     the mussels wouldn’t spill, everybody
   improvised
      this simple feast, the weekend a
  ritual, the City guests each
     Friday evening, the Greyhound
    bus zigzagging down
       the coast highway slopes
   of Mount Tamalpais — always watched 
         for, back

and forth, back and forth, the
tiny headlights, back

and
forth, lower and lower, as the

road approached the sea, the village, the
guests

all on the day’s only bus, to stay until
Sunday when

     the weekend ended, “… the
 hair rushed in. He struggled and tore, but whenever he tore a tress,
 ‘I love my love with a capital Z,’ sang the hair of the
  sorceress. It swarmed upon him, it straddled him fast …” her
         pointed chin, the
    glare of her eyes, an outstretched arm,
   triumphant and commanding,
       “… and then it sought the bone,
  Ha! Ha!
    And then it sought the bone.”
        The only sound now the
 crack of a twisting plastic cap from
     another gallon of white wine: we would walk
the beach after the reading, some would tuck away, to sleep or fuck, the hours
  of darkness and then the sun, the
   daylong sea air and sand, more
 wine, more something before
    the Sunday bus up the mountain, zig-
   zagging up the mountain, into the evening,
         “then the living
  fleece of her long bright hair, she combed
    with a golden comb.”
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A mask so celebrated
required a special art to view it, how

to record details without staring, knowing
the mask anticipated this maneuver from the viewer

yet indicated nothing, its
whiteface neutrality central

to its presentation. He
took my coat, a London Fog classic

of no particular value, and
hung it on a rack behind him. I

nodded and turned, his
dark glasses absorbing rather

than mirroring the Chinatown studio’s
diffused light. Warhol’s

only impression, a memory of kohl
or was it just black dye and

then that faded too: I remembered nothing.
Not far from me I saw my host —

a relief, at least he was someone
I knew —toward the middle of the

high-ceilinged, old-brick walled space in-
directly lit, assortedly Asian in décor, as was he, the

shirt a muted silk, beige and,
if memory serves, a long necklace, very

thin, compelling as if
controlling an environment un-

noticeably: then too
my host was very thin, his skin parchment

but lustrous (fish oil benefit?). He
would have favored an ethereal
account, and in fact said to me,

‘”I’ve just left Gerald Heard, he
had to return to Santa Monica. I’m high

from the exposure.” Move on. Another
face I knew, a local poet, short, dapper, just

then settling into a gigantic pillow on the
floor, a countenance ready for

this scene, the easy squint, low, soft, beautiful
voice. “Ah!” and he smiled fully as

he raised his hand toward me, no
ring to kiss, but
I understood, a

gesture broken toward a giddy dis-
play, an announcement of some sort, a

figure at room’s end, acting as an
impresario, some slightly
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public role, wanting to be
noticed. A voice from

next to me, a stranger said, “That’s Gerard
Malanga, he’s

got something to tell us maybe?” I detected
malice, but

perhaps Malanga did for
at that moment I noticed

Michael McClure enter the room and
with him, the

Dalai Lama, robed
exactly as one would have expected, the smile

exactly as in his pictures — even
so, my thoughts turned toward

a liveried waiter carrying
a tray of drinks, a vodka punch

I remembered to be
more than good.
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Thin, though pot bellied, he sat like
a sickle bent to the sandwich counter, his
right hand holding whatever he was eating, his
left a paperback he was reading.   I
     approached and
  genuflected,

“O immortal Bard,” my
 sometimes greeting when I came upon this
   sometimes solitary figure in
     places like this, Mike’s
        Pool Hall on
Broadway, near Columbus, the
  only odd thing now, that it was
    New Year’s Eve and
      somehow I doubted
         either
   of us ‘professional’ drinkers favored
 such a holiday
    to be out upon the town just a few hours until
midnight.
  We both were drinking beer. He squinted
    his confidential smile, nodding and I
   rose, joining him at an empty seat next to his mildly
     gesturing food or
        drink, his
query, “Snarks?” and my
    reply, “No. The time has come,” 
 and his, “To talk of many things,”
     to which my “Of shoes--and ships—”

and so we made 
chorus, “and sealing-wax—

of cabbages-—and kings—” to which I fell
silent and he continued, “And why the sea is boiling hot—”
      to which we rejoined, “And whether
 pigs have wings.”
    Without thought or comment we
         left that
 noise for another, Broadway and headed slowly east,
       turning at
     Montgomery Street to descend toward a
  quieter setting, nearing
      the empty financial district, but
then almost passing Doro’s, an
    upscale restaurant and next to it,
  The Black Cat, decidedly
 neither upscale nor even
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     slightly quiet, the door
   opening often
      as patrons merged into or left the night. We
    entered.
       Jammed. José, the singing waiter,
  was somewhere into Bizet or
      Puccini, his formal tux supported by
a very dressy web
   of shiny black
     hose, standing on a table: we
    went to the bar and ordered, Guinness for me, keg
 beer for him, then
     adjourned toward an upright piano at room’s
end. “I’ll bet he doesn’t know ‘The
      Battle of New Orleans’,” the bard
  commented, and I, “nor
     would he do “Michael Row the Boat Ashore’,”
   whereupon we
    sipped, maybe even guzzled for I
 remember very little
     except that I woke up on the floor by
the piano, and he
   seated on the floor, slumped over the piano bench, sleeping.
The room was empty, entirely quiet and, yes,
      empty except for the celebratory
  detritus
    strewn about on tables, floor, every-
 where. I was already
     on my feet, headed toward the
   bar, and
      behind it to
        pour
    a stumpy waterglass of
  Drambuie, the sweetish,
     concentrated liquor just
   right for a
      hangover well on
    its way. I
       emptied the two fingers
I’d poured, poured
   another, and returned to
        the piano, saying to
 the by-now blinking bard, “Saul
      Stouman will be here soon. You
   better get something
     now before he
        does. ” But
an hour passed before the owner
      appeared and by
  then, we both were at the bar, small
    draught beers in
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       front of us, light
   hinted, even bright
      through the front windows, we
    in a muted chant,

“’O Oysters,’ said the Carpenter,
‘You’ve had a pleasant run!

Shall we be trotting home again?’
But answer came there none—”

It was the bard who con-
    cluded, “And this was scarcely odd, because

They’d eaten every one.”
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Toward the south, small shrubs fell away
revealing occasional patches clear enough to lay

a sleeping bag, but the incline was
steep, so to choose of place allowing

my head to be higher than my feet, and
facing downward — but this was easy,

strong moonlight caught the only place in the
small patch available on Coit Tower’s south

side, the view! A rising, large moon over the bay,
the bridge to Oakland, the dotted lights almost

as if seen from the air — sitting awhile, taking it in.
The sleeping bag made a lazy roll as I shook it clear at

my feet; my back against a bush, the near-full liter
of ruby port promising a calm evening, pleasant

actually, any concerns like ‘what next?’ and
‘tomorrow’ irrelevant against something so fundamental,

the beauty of the place, the ruby cushion of the
viewing; sleep when tired. “That’s it.” I often

said things like this, aloud, alone, amusing
myself, the ‘saying’ of ‘it’ nuanced from

question to pronouncement, harsh to
soft. Tonight was soft. Lost.

From the walkway around the tower behind me a
flow of male-voiced German conversation gained

and ebbed for awhile, disappeared then,
reappeared but

no words passed with meaning, nor
did I really try, just ‘German’ while

the moon rose. Then
“hello” and I realized I was being addressed

from above but very nearby, two figures
against the fluted concrete of

the tower structure rising hugely
above us all.

“Hello.” What else was there to say? “Sleeping
out?” and so it began. Two

flight officers from Lufthansa returning  to
Frankfurt the next day, they

even drank some of my wine, though only
after we all had drunk their cognac and

discovered shared experiences, that
one was from Ludwigsburg where I had spent

time in love,
the Neckar River and

 the ducal palace,
tourist babble,
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suddenly intimate
the stories, the detail

and the way it was revealed
the real connection, theirs

younger voices than mine and
entirely unready to allow

anything but what we shared and
sensed to touch the evening. We

spread the sleeping bag and
sat on it; the moon gained and

passed from zenith to somewhere while
nothing else changed even

as the light
grew to daybreak; we

had all nodded off awhile
but sometimes two

of us would talk while
the other slept, I

suppose so. I
heard German once lightly and

I remember staring, the
shapes not quite in focus though

utterly understood, “Can
you take this simple moment?”
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I’d just gotten to the kitchen to make coffee, barely
   daybreak, was to be off somewhere and
      the key in the front door lock, a
  loud and uneven turning,
       he burst in —
 my roommate, in whose name
    the apartment lease was held, he
   never let me forget it, but in general was kinder, less
     insecure than this sort of
  usually gentle heckling
      implied, well, we had an
    unholy alliance, one
       he would have preferred to
   be a love affair, me NOT interested: why am I telling all this?
He raced in the door, as
    wild as he usually was but moreso, in trumped spades,
 frankly crazy, panting
     and racing up and down the hallway, the
  tatami mats tearing noisily as
      he scraped his shoes, holding the
wall, a rapid-fire outpouring, almost
    screaming, my 
       coffee long forgotten
“… just walking across Lafayette Park, I was
  singing …” and I was translating mentally, “… just
    cruising Lafayette Park at 4 a.m., shouting out
 Italian opera passages…”
     as he was wont to do, though he may have
  thought it singing, why
   be unkind, I so often am, well …
        “when they set upon
me, yelling and pushing me, ‘faggot, faggot!’ and I swung my
     cane and …”
       “Do you want some coffee?” I asked.
 “Ave Maria, gratia plena, Dominus …”
        “What?” I asked.
“And I fell down and somebody kicked me and I was crying,
   ‘Sancta Maria mater Dei, ora pro nobis …’ and one of them,
  the leader, shouted, ‘Let him alone, he’s Catholic!’ and then I knew
   they were Italian kids and …”
        My roommate cherished
his mother’s Italian ancestry; no point in suggesting
 another Latin possibility, what difference and maybe he knew
   more than he was telling, so I asked, “I can’t remember if you
    use cream or sugar: do you?”
     He just stared at me, frozen, between the stove
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  and the kitchen table,
   his heavy eyebrows handsome though his always piercing eyes
     were terrifying
    in their terror and incomprehension
and I noticed he had kept his scarf and cane, his topcoat spattered, the mud
 of the winter rains and chill, even one hand gloved … his breathing was ragged.
     “Sit down!” I yelled at him. “You’re going to
   faint!” (little chance of that, I knew, he’s born to theater) but
  he compromised,
    dropping the cane and clutching the back of a chair,
 panting
  (I may have been too by this time) and as
   he bent forward over the table his head turned side to side
just staring, eyes
    unfocused …
       I looked through the small pantry
  to the living room, the fireplace,
   the small bay with its round table for tea or writing, the
 sparmania framing one side of the window bank with its large
     fleshy leaves of light green,
   the huge eucalyptus in the backyard beyond, and then
    the rear outside stairway of the apartment on Hyde
long occupied by Dick Bratsett and Robert Berg, whose
  gin parties and photo sessions for Navy personnel were legend.
I’d left the kitchen, walked through the pantry to the fireplace, turned to study the

three-panel oil painted by John Button for my roommate, an old friend
  from Berkeley college days who had come from New York and
   his MOMA life to have cancer treatments, to the
 hospital where his late mother had worked, where treatment was
  thus free; he stayed with us several months, the
triptych a romantic Thamyris and Hyacinthus, Hyacinth lovely resting on

a pavement, Thamyris like a leaping satyr, his cithara like a wing,
the lyre-like instrument raised above

a balustrade with
a Monterey cypress and the sea for background — all modeled from

a highrise
apartment building just

blocks away,
  on Russian Hill, as we were: this

recitation of death
and dying, why?

a page
of visual memory, the

panting from the kitchen
still audible, my roommate

now in
assisted living

in Santa Monica;
John Button,

living another 20 years
dead from a heart attack in
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his Soho studio —
the painting now

in
private hands

in Salt Lake City
Berg and Bratsett dead— 
for years, Berg
for many years,

Bratsett
for a decade

I suppose
only the buildings

still there
the giant eucalyptus cut

even while I lived
there
this

invisibly
hovering

near the street trees
like a cartoon bubble over

an old man waiting
under a black acacia

for the J-car
at the stop

across from six new
Idaho

locust trees
in Dolores Park.

Yes, he was breathless in
his breathing, the staring

eyes
could have seen very

little, just a bit
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Lingering in the lobby of the glass and concrete
building I’ve called home for over 20 years

is not a favorite activity: key in hand, open
the mail slot, extract what’s there,

head for the elevator while
greeting the regulars seated in their chairs

meets every interest I have
in this ordinary setting. Today,

a sunny one, a new janitor, young,
Latino, his day-glo vest brightly yellow

(the City, my landlord, requires these of
all its menial employees, bus

drivers, street sweepers, &c) still
masking someone without a name

for me, but he gave it, ‘Mariano’ as
he moved to shake my hand. I took

his hand, surprised; while friendly all
around, in 20 years I’d not shaken hands

in such a situation, but it seemed clear
he had been waiting for me. He then said,

‘I hear you’re helping high school students at
Mission’ — a baroque-style edifice half a block

away — ‘write their college application essays.’ I
nodded. ‘I wonder if you’d look at mine?’

‘O.K., sure.’ He seemed older by a decade than
the high school students in the scholarship program

I volunteered in. ‘Now?’
‘Please,’ so we went to my apartment, he

toting a backpack designed for laptop
computers and the assorted techno-gadgets

of the day, and I offered coffee while he plugged
in his computer at my desk, bringing up his

essay, while he chatted: ‘I want to go to Chico
State, where they have a social services program in

geriatric care, a specialty, and I’ve been accepted but
there’s still the money to get settled and a final review,

so …’ ‘How can I help? It sounds you’ve already
gotten what you need.’ ‘Not quite,’ was Mariano’s answer.

‘I’m told the essay must be eye-catching and really
well done for the final selection. There’s

lots of competition for the money. Of course.’
Coffee served, we hunched over his computer screen and

he read, his voice too quick and too
staccato for me to catch the

drift, a bit about his family’s migration from
Central America and his parents’ brutal struggle
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to survive in California, then more pointedly, his
exposure to care for elderly people and

a parallel struggle with his emerging
homosexuality, a long-term affair still

going on, his Catholic family’s
reaction to all this, his resolution to

better himself, do what
he wants, social work for the old — I

stopped him. ‘Is this within the essay guidelines
 for structure and length?’ I asked.

He produced a sheaf of specifying papers,
the rules I also knew by heart, his answer, ‘yes.’

“Well,’ I started, ‘you already sound steeped in
the bureaucracy, so the formality of the

writing’s style I won’t so much speak to —
especially since your English is so very good —

but I’m thinking, this story is unusual, with
a lot of tension built into it, how tense are

you? I mean, can you lighten up so your
readers can?’ He looked at me, eyes

very focused on mine, searching everything
behind them. ‘That you’re gay I

think will be no problem, though
your stressed-out love affair may need to

go; your handling of the Catholic bit may
need some nourishing; and your family’s

struggle in North America and before needs
less attention. Half the applicants will

have such stories. It’s how you
navigate the gay part that will have every

reader’s attention. And with that
you really need a soft touch, with

less said than more.’ I added, ‘luckily you
want to help  the old, not the young.’

‘Is that an example of “light touch”,’ he
pointedly whispered but I
got it: ‘No. Light touch is
not jokes here, just a hint

of love.’ He
smiled. ‘How to write that?’ So

we began, first the cuts then … ‘let’s
meet tomorrow at the café at

17th & Sanchez. I’ve got to go back
to work.’ I added, ‘You might want to think

too about something we’ve not yet talked about,
your parents’ mixed feelings about you

getting ahead, leaving them once
you’ve got the lifestyle and the job.’

‘That? Here?’ Mariano answered, shocked.
‘It’s a subtext. Just a sentence, something like

“I plan to work in California, where
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my life is,” might just carry this
meaning …’ He looked

at his computer, then the
view from my window over the desk, ‘Yes,

I do plan that.’ I
could see this essay winning

what he wanted. I
could also see the winter rains, the

desert burning sun, the tule reeds and fog
of the central valley, the

convalescent homes in impoverished
urban settings, the metal canes and walkers with

tennis balls stuck to the points of contact
with the ground. No

easy task, this essay long
forgotten.
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Church of the New Jerusalem
Jackson St & Presidio Ave
San Francisco, CA 94115

   And was Jerusalem builded here
        Among these dark Satanic Mills?            
     I will not cease from mental fight,
  Nor shall my sword sleep in my hand,
Till we have built Jerusalem
      In England’s green and pleasant land.

A paper cup toppled from the curb, unable
to withstand the stares of several
waiting for
the light to change,
a change of light, toppled
to a small puddle, a leaf, a bent
cigarette butt, droppings
from a dog, a
Brewer’s blackbird strutting
startled by
the new arrival, the
same size as itself but
bent, dented on a side nodding, un-
able to roll, the liquid
washing inward, a black or heavy brown, an
insect on its back, struggling

   O New Jerusalem, Tabernacle of God, O City of God, 
Celestial City, Heavenly Jerusalem, O Zion!

until a small dam broke,
     twigs and a mash of

         condensed Kleenex &
old leaves

When a man is tired of London, he is tired of life, for there is in 
London all that life can afford.

the dark water rushing into a grated sewer
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Onyx, that’s what it first
seemed, but then there
were more of them and

when they came nearer, I could see
obsidian faces, drooling though
the rain confused the image, as

did the trees, they
were swirling like swallows through

a maze, with depth, third dimensional, a
center, that’s what it all was leading towards while

disguised, the destination hidden: it was the center, I
now understood, patience the

 quality needed to discern the pattern, the
plan now open to several intuitions, my

remark, ‘like enlightenment without color’ and
the quick take of breath, someone I couldn’t see, didn’t

know was there even, ‘huhh!’ a small gasp and
then I knew, the onyx understanding masked 

obsidian truth, and that only
a human truth: witnesses

to an opacity that was opaque only
because vision so selected, witness

to a scene great or small beyond the tiny
range of the witness’s grasp, opaque

the nothingness while of course
witnessing as if we were monk and zafu,

floating Buddha and a pillow
the smile from which is

like death,
colorless — the color is

in life, all that falls away or
so it is assumed, as the qualities of
dead-seeing merge with the mask,

onyx to obsidian.
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Two of us, remaining motionless, focused utterly
      on each other, Aldo unable to see me, me

           able to see him only were I to
turn my head from where I’m standing near

 the door to the basement stairway in
the kitchen of Gino & Carlo’s Bar, three or
      four o’clock in the morning, Aldo
    standing, stooped slightly facing a wall in
 the tiny office for the bar, behind the bar, both
of us in white shirts, his
    gleaming, freshly washed and starched, mine
      with a sleeve nearly torn off, stained and
       rather dirty with
   days of wear, sleeping in the
     bar’s basement, a wedge
  of board and a styrofoam sheet, a sleeping bag stretched
    its length, often in darkness, sometimes
       with raw sewage floating over the cement floor, the surplus
 rising through the drains from the City’s sewers in the rainy season; not
tonight. What we were doing was a duel occasionally played
   between us, 
  Aldo, pretending to count the night’s revenue, the
 takings, doing the accounts, getting everything ready
    to take to the bank the next morning, a
   task I would perform since the three owners
found it convenient to have me, the ‘swamper’ or night-cleanup
  janitor also make the run, deposit the cash and checks
        at the Bank of America across Columbus
 from our Green Street location, 548 specifically, one of
    seven flourishing bars on the north
  side of the street, Gino’s owned by three Ligurian immigrants,
two of them veterans of the Italian Resistance against Mussolini, workers in the garbage
 collectors company serving North Beach, both company and
   neighborhood a stronghold of Italian presence in
  San Francisco life for half a century. Only street sounds came
    through the bar’s walls, no radio playing, no
       jukebox churning. Aldo had been standing
           for over an hour
maybe even sleeping on his feet; he never seemed to move. The accounts
 would not have taken him but ten or fifteen minutes to do. He
  was waiting for me to finish my work, mop the floors of
   bar and kitchen, the many other tasks needed to
transform a very well used bar space into one freshly
  ready to open at 6 a.m., the first ‘scavengers’ as local garbage
 collectors are called from the night shift arriving for a glass of brandy and
   maybe some wine, or coffee in a water glass, to
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  transform their working night into the leisure of the
    morning, sometimes silent, sometimes chatting
in dialects of northern Italy: of Liguria, Genoa, Savoy, Lombardy, Tuscany. Such
      attention to his ownership, his long working shift begun a six o’clock

the evening before, the morning bartender not
  expected until opening, but Aldo waited. He knew of course I drank,
 waited for me to do more than sip some red wine I poured for myself from
   the gallon in the kitchen always open, knew I
    would drink better stuff from the bar if he weren’t
there, even sit
  at the bar, neglect the detail of the work to bring the
       ease of fire to my still-young-enough but tired body,
 pull a bar stool from on top the bar, upside down, to upright and to sit
   and stare, listening to the same street sounds, the
       muted nothings invading
    a pleasant mindless roving of
     perceptions, taking half an hour
from the tasks at hand that Aldo wanted done, and well done. We
  were friends. We really liked each other, often
   talked. He couldn’t understand a word of my
      Italian, a language I sometimes
 pretended to know a bit of, having lived summers there in the late 1950s,
some fifteen years before. But he enjoyed the talk, the camaraderie of the painters
  and writers and hangers-on who formed a small part of this
      celebrated working-class bar’s ever rising clientele, a haunt for lawyers
 and other professionals, eventually well known people, but
   not now. Clean the bathroom, wring out the mop in the
alley (Jasper Street) along one side of the bar, toss the dirty
     water into the gutter, sweep
 the entranceway, attend
  to all the little things that
      made the bar
        ready to
open. Aldo pretended he had not waited doing nothing til the new bartender and
      first customers arrived, served as watchman, as concerned

with staff as intruders, sometimes sat 
   moments with an old friend, several partigiani from Liguria
  like himself. He said he’d seen Mussolini’s body hanging by a leg at
 the service station near Lake Como where he and Il Duce’s mistress were
killed, fleeing to Switzerland, just over the ridge of mountains from
   where they were to die, executed by friends of Aldo’s, so
he said. Maybe this was true; he is a modest man, not given to over-statement,

an expert bocce ball player, winner of international
 competitions. I have not heard that he is dead, now,

 half a lifetime later for us both. I really just
    wanted a languid drink at the bar, could hardly
think of anything else, as
        I worked on,
          such as it was, friends
  drawing respective strengths from
    differing engagements.
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She sat reading today’s Chronicle —
I knew this from the distance of my table to

hers even though I could only see a hazy image of
the front page, since I had already scanned the

headlines earlier in a news vending machine —
her broken hand clumsily knocking against her

chair arm or pulling at the paper’s
edge, which then required a new

shaking of the pages for her to
continue reading: her coffee must

be cold by now, she rarely raised it to
her lips, why

was I noticing her? enough on my
mind, such as it is, the first full day

of spring, the air a bit chilly with
evasive sunshine, soft clouds like

hope rising, a richer blue sky than
morning usually brings … another

abrupt movement, again
she shook the paper, bent

closer to what she was
reading, her gray hair all

I could see of her, the paper in
the way. Maxfield’s,

17th & Dolores, has only five street
tables, four along the café front and

one small one under a manicured, large
tree by Dolores Street, where she sat, a

permanent display of small Christmas lights strung
over branches, almost invisible in the present

clarity, birds — starlings mostly — noisy
in the higher reaches, hidden by foliage, but

oddly, a robin stood out, vocalizing
and fully silhouetted with

its beak in motion, vigorously phrasing
‘Mude, 

mas comece devagar, 
porque a direção é mais importante 

que a velocidade.’ I
didn’t even know the language, too

strange for Spanish, but
… well … what? I

strained to catch it all, what was
happening, then noticed the

white haired woman sitting was
mouthing something, not
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audibly, as if she were
a hesitant reader, struggling with whatever

she was reading: ‘Change,
but start slowly

because the direction is more important
than speed …’ I

completely understood her. I’d not heard a sound. How
odd … whatever had been happening to me left me,

this concert collecting my entire at-
tention, a Gestalt of

robin and mouthing lady at her …
the whole thing shimmered, even

the tree, its Christmas lights jerkily
blinking, more a sparkle against the daylight, the

robin still etched like a cutout, high above, beak in
fast motion,

‘Sente-se em outra cadeira, 
no outro lado da mesa.’ Not

Spanish, no, but something like it. I
knew I could understand. Certainty

replaced confusion quickly, this
was going on, ‘Sit in one chair,

across the table.’ That
was the message. Green to red, the

corner streetlight changed, then
the seconds counted down, 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 and

the light changed again, cars jumped to move the
other way along

the grid, she — the
reading lady — again

staring as she had been but
then looking up, we

all did. A car honked at a
bicyclist moving quickly by

parked cars, making his move, a
bit recklessly perhaps. I saw
her eyes, like marbles, oddly

cast, the lips
pursed, the paper fallen

to her lap, a curious blouse, polka dots and
a scarf like a small

shawl, the
robin sang, ‘Quando sair,

procure andar pelo outro lado da rua.’
Clouds slowly moved, so evenly horizontal.

No hurry. White on blue, deep blue. And
now she looked up, not at the bird, but
toward the café entrance, scanning the

patrons, two coming out the door at just
this moment: ‘When you leave,

try to walk on across the street.’ They
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moved to the corner, waited for the light.
Such a pleasant morning, I unzipped my

jacket to the waist, sipped the house coffee still
slightly warm that had all along

been in my hand. The robin’s
wings fluttered, a hop then launch to

another branch, lower by a foot or so, its
spring colors more evidently ripe than they

had been, ‘Depois, 
mude de caminho, 

ande por outras ruas, 
calmamente, 

observando com atenção 
os lugares por onde você passa.’

What a salvo! I wondered
if others had heard. As

she lowered her eyes, again reclaiming the
full possession of her table, her

paper pulled toward her, her odd hand banging
the chair arm with

a hint of force, I saw her sigh, an exhalation, ‘Then
change your route,

walk down other streets,
quietly

observing closely
the places you pass.’1

1  from a poem by Clarice Lispector
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Stunning. Unique certainly
for me to see something like

this: the erectly sitting corpse
   of a friend, not a cherished friend but
  one known for decades, a housemate here for three
 years, yellow, almost tan and
utterly desiccated,  dead
    with metastasized
       cancer
        begun
     in the colon, then
   liver and lungs
  hence
    the jaundiced, sunken
       rag doll against
a pillow, the size of a
 small man, blankets pulled to his waist, the
   upper body naked, ribs
        skeletal, the
  eyes
    still open, who
 would close them?
     the few of us in the upper, front
room at East-West House, on
  Baker Street just up from
      McAllister, the
   large eucalyptus, its
 expansive upper branches with their
      long hanging leaves,
    waving in a slight breeze, sun-
light through the several windows, the long
     view toward Sutro Heights and
  U. C. hospital, his
      formal caregiver over
   years, but
 it was really these few close friends, residents of East-West House,
a venerable commune, a respectable Victorian home, now in
  its fourth decade, who cared: November 14, 1995,
      begun when
   the zen movement came to San Francisco, or-
ganized by students of Suzuki roshi in Japantown, the winds of
 the zen way fresh from across the ocean.
     A blast, a chorus of dungchen, the
very long Tibetan trumpets filled
  the room — someone had seen fit to play a recording
 of this music — accompaniment to what may have seemed a
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   prelude to a recitation of the Bardo Thödol, but who
here was qualified
  to guide the soul of
     Ralph Thomas Field, painter, aged
65, born in 1930 in Fort Wayne, Indiana (as
   was I, a link we shared), who to chant the journey from
one death to

one birth
 some 40 or 50 days away? to some
  renewal of the horror I saw before me, some

 baby somewhere,
   perhaps loved, perhaps
       fated like this child
whose working-class bar-owning parents had
  drunk their own business into
        mists, and in so doing
 bequeathed the same
   affliction upon this, their
       son, who
  had finally come round from
      that profound distraction
        only to
realize his great talent in art, despite an
    issue of many paintings, almost
 certainly was to die as he had now,
   a treasure lost to a broken fate.
        A water glass
  with a single yellow rose drew
    out my sadness, an immediacy of
wonder; then I saw that the water in the glass
       trembled from the

cacophony of trumpets
    reverberating, where
  was the
        coroner’s agent
      to
 wrap the body, re-
     move it
   from this home of many years, these

friends who, shortly,
     would go their ways?
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‘Die Walküre never rises to this point again,’ came to me

as the Act One exchanges between
Siegmund and Sieglinde approached an end, the

magic sword, Nothung, drawn from
the sacred ash,

  Leonie Rysanek’s
exaltation as she pulls

     the weapon from
       the sacred ash, such

magnificence!
     I turned to my companion, smiling, he
    was smiling too, this Sieglinde a performer to

imprint for life
the love affair of these twins, who will give us Siegfried, their son,

  warrior of
    innocence, one of every generation’s
     episodic
      convolutions of
        profane divinity
          cherished
            by us all.

Richard,
     a flame of yesteryear,
         rarely met
  in recent years, in
      fact, a long time, his
   slide into alcoholic obscurity so total he
    had ceased his career in library work, had
     slipped beyond even the whisper of
      rumor, but
        I came upon him on
 the street one day and we’d reestablished a tentative
  connection. Once, we had shared an enthusiasm for Wagner’s Ring,

and now a ticket had come my way
    this 1983 spring season: voilà! I asked Richard, who
     showed up in his starchy, fussy usual, familiar
      though so

little involved in my current
          life,
       possessor of some of its best memories,
     but raw; he’d always been. And
        now that he had so little, an
    angry and frayed man, almost
     explosively.  I could see some of
      the old ease in his face now, imagined
  the life the deco chandelier
           above us, great and golden in
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   its sweep,
     once
       suggested as a possibility
    to our young lives.
        By the time
 Gwyneth Jones had given us her Brünnhilde and
      the opera approached its
          end,
  I was wondering, ‘Will we share coffee or a pastry
       somewhere after this? or
   part on Van Ness Avenue at
     the Opera House’s entrance?’ he
    to go somewhere, me to go home.
         It was
      years before I again saw him, again
       by chance, bird watching on
     the grounds of Laguna Honda Hospital,
  the City’s charity convalescent home, he
   out for air. He was
       sitting on a bench, I
    was not sure it was him, though when
        I greeted him he said, ‘I’ve seen you here before,’ and
 indeed he may have, this extensive property a hidden venue
   for the birding cognoscenti, woodlands, gardens, meadows
  extensive on
    many acres, ‘How go things?’ I asked.
   and we began a schedule of
       visits,  for a few months, the
     only time I remember noticing him laugh
        when I brought a cooking apron with a picture &
      the legend “Rosey the Riveter’ a
      joke about the Second World War.
  Not his war; he fought another, his anger fierce
    with everyone. I may have been his last regular visitor.
 More than a decade later, maybe a bit more, I passed by
   the hospital’s office and thought to ask, ‘Is Richard
    Winther still a resident here?’ and the
  clerk said, checking her computer, ‘not since 2002. That means
      he died.’
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Metson Lake. Jerry Garcia, but that’s
not who this is about; it’s

about Richard, surname never known
to me; once

a neighbor, he and his lover,
whose name I’ve forgotten and who

anyhow died shortly after
I’d met him; Richard, sight only,

I’d seen for years, in completely
different circumstances, first

at Metson Lake, a
memorable face, lean, decayed teeth with

many absent, tall, always
in jeans suit variously

clean, a loner with his dog
in Golden Gate Park. At Metson Lake by

the Polo Field, camped out, circled
by shrubs, the

gardener told me — the
one who worked this area —

“don’t go in there alone: that’s
not a dog, that’s a

wolf” — and
I found this to be so.

The lake is in-
conspicuous, once very briefly made

famous because Jerry Garcia of
The Grateful Dead had

passed out there in
his car, freebasing coke &

was arrested. “Metson Lake” a
word in the temporary vocabulary of

news media, court officials, pop culture
aficionados, lots of San Francisco’s people,

but perhaps not to Richard, who
told me “that affair had happened and un-

happened by the time I knew about
it,” and I’ve no reason to

disbelieve him, neighbor that
he was to Mr. Garcia’s vehicle if

not his person intimately, the
1980s a time of interpersonal happenings

of this kind
in Golden Gate Park

where cultures met but didn’t
engage, were
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dissimilar in origins and nature &
stayed that way. Richard, for

example, who would have thought him gay? and
rather militantly so, a

member of articulate activist
circles, but seen in the park with

his dog, alone, the dog on leash when
he went to the Irving Street donut shop at

6 a.m. where I
sometimes came for coffee on

my daybreak perambulation of the
park’s western end, rain or

shine, or — Richard just sat
there, sat too at Metson Lake, or

under it, the artificial pond dug into a
slope and faced on three sides by a

steeply dropping berm to hold its
water from running over onto the park’s lawns

nearby. Stands of trees too. An un-
frequented area of the park, clumps

of shrubs and trees, the police
spoke of “700 permanent residents” but

this seemed unlikely, though
Richard later told me, “there’s

lots there rarely seen.”
No part of the park was more attractive to

those who cherished fewer humans and  more
wild and green, if a city can

offer either. Richard told the story: “He
was a wolf, I’d known it all along though
I’d got him as ‘wolf and …’ some lie. We

were on the beach. Very
dark, maybe a little moon and

highway car lights, he (that
was his name to me, ‘he’) ran off down

the beach, racing til he disappeared.
A week later someone told me a

wolf’d been killed on Sweeney Ridge, way
down in San Mateo County.” This

seemed definitive to Richard, and indeed
there is a corridor of parkland all the way.
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The Columbus Tower, like the Flatiron Building in New York,

is a prominent landmark in its neighborhood, its wedge
shape, once far more notable than

today, a tall form, now only
one of many as tall in

North Beach, Columbus & Pacific, as
the district drops southward toward

the concerns of finance and
tourism, other histories. In

the 1950s a wide basement entrance opened
onto Columbus, the home of the

Hungry i nightclub and, later,
a beer and wine bar featuring classical

music, a format of canvas director’s chairs
and low tables with a small service bar, the whole

rather dark, a spacious room, unique for
its early use of the then-latest recording sound

turntables and speakers and, on
Sundays, piano concerts featuring one
of the two owners of the club, Donald

Pippin, later and still — sixty years later — well
known as founder of San Francisco’s Pocket Opera

and as translator and adapter of
numerous early vocal works, an

impresario respected for his diligence, wit and
perseverance in the City’s musical

life. His business partner
of the time, Wynn Aston, an entirely unlike person,

entrepreneur and early advocate for
Scientology, long resident elsewhere,

supported the notions making
The Opus One — this bar’s name — a frequently reviewed

concert venue and casual rendezvous for
those climbing webs of ambition other than

those celebrated to be the American Dream. It
was easy to spend most evenings there, as

I did, becoming friends with the owners and
discovering the music, gaining
from a slight understanding to

a deeper one. Donald
played one Sunday from the Preludes

and Fugues of Shostakovitch, then
entirely new to me, the composer of

theatrical symphonies to me, a stalwart of
the Soviet Union’s cultural

program and direction, of some
interest but
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hardly to be thought of as one might
those long part of Europe’s lineage of Baroque and

Romantic composers: I hardly knew
what I did not know. Would have

blanched at my poverty. The piano keyboard, just
an artist’s ten fingers, began to wedge

some crevasses of ignorance apart, and
this evening I heard a tentative magic, then almost saw it

as a form, a shape rising from somewhere in the grand
piano, floating as a substance, a mist or

cloud obscuring physicalities usually
associated with the Real. These

were new works, a few years from Russia, fewer from
Europe and New York, new

to — oldness. Once
the keys were ivory,

a noticeable yellowing
with age, the
tusks of dead

elephants killed,
for a

piano keyboard, a
pianoforte, a

prelude, a fugue, a
pair of human

hands
nurturing the sounds of

reverberating
wires, so

lovely really, the
styles of every generation, of

particular
sensibility in

this almost dark room,
the shadowed ceilings, the

focused light spotted to the
keyboard, the
poised fingers

empowered
from somewhere

to somewhere else.
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“Do you have any nail clippers?” Trent
asked, and then in a moment,

calling out the window from my gabled top floor
apartment on Vermont & Mariposa streets

on Potrero Hill, “I found them. Good,
the big kind.” Which didn’t

surprise me; he was big, an ex-
merchant sailor from the World

War II era, the Murmansk run and
numerous dangerous, celebrated

support missions suffering
torpedo sinkings and casualties

greater than the military forces they
were supporting. Trent was full of

war stories, manly talk in his gravel-voiced
accounts that were his signature bar

talk, his style, that with his verbal
skills and apparent intelligence. His

alcoholism was shared by much of his
audience. A gifted observer, gifted

storyteller. He’d been brick-laying in
the garden of this house, owned by

an ILWU union officer, Tom Lupher, who
drank like us at Gino’s and

had family money besides
his salary — my landlord.

I’d done the planting, with a lot of
feeling, a wonderful place

to get drunk in, skip longshore
work now and again, just put in

perennials and annuals in combinations
catching my fancy. Trent did

some of the heavy work, the raised
beds, planters and drains. Today

we planned to visit the blood
bank on Geneva near Mission, no

bother at all, with a $20 payoff after
an hour or so of paper

work and being drained of a bodily fluid to
support some other hopefully worthy

soul suffering affliction. Support quite a
few such, the hospital staffs and liquor

company distributors and hosts
of random intermediaries who had

a part in it; many. Such was the fantasy driving
our return to my apartment with
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steaks, onions and garlic
bread, a gallon of very

ordinary red wine (dago red, so called)
with a pint of Scotch (a shared favorite)

for dessert. I sometimes took a
pillow to the garden paving stones to

catch the late afternoon light, the
spreads of snapdragons, salvia &

primroses, the hint of
rosemary in the air. There

was a full view of San Francisco
Bay, when I sat up, but prone suited

more often. Trent too
was in some such state of

rest as we chatted, then heard the
noisy return of our employer & landlord, raving

as he often did by that hour, especially
if he’d won at dice at whatever bar he

played in. “Roll forth thy chariots! Great
Ishtar! Am I not greater than the Son of

God? What pillage could be more
vast, more choice, than these, the spoils of

history, the armies of conquerors?”
Tom’s enthusiasms varied and wandered, all

preparation for a banquet
we would probably drink as

the stars came out.
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Over the course of the several years
I knew Arlene Arbuckle, she owned
several gay bars in San Francisco, or
in one case at least — The Anxious Asp —
bars flavored with bohemia and often
gay clientele. That might be said of
The Capri as well, on Grant Avenue
around the corner from the Asp, which
was on Green Street and had been
opened by another friend, Guy Wernham,
a dissolute, erudite Englishman who
drank himself to death in the early
1960s. Arlene’s fate was to be not
much different, in Honolulu, 20 years later,
but while still in San Francisco’s North Beach
she pursued her career of aggressive bar
ownership, employing many friends and
serving a host of companions close to
each other and the life of a vigorous
community of purposeful and hapless
citizens in their cherished marginalized
culture of drink, dope, sex and survival
on no more money than it took to be a
part of
all this— Arlene liked
to paint her bars in red and
black, “Night colors, hot, like
you know, and we did
know.
One event I particularly recall, sitting alone
at The Capri one afternoon, when
Arlene gave me a letter she
said had come addressed only
to the bar, on the chance I
might be a patron, the
postmark Fort Lauderdale, Florida,
where I knew no one that came
to mind. I read the letter and
was informed by an aunt who lived
there that my father had died about a
year before, and that it occurred to her that
I might not know. As she said, ‘I was
talking to friends at the country club and
we speculated, I wonder if those
children’s stepmother ever
told them of the death, in as
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much as she probably wanted to
protect herself in probate
against any legal challenge by
the blood family.’ Hmmm. No,
I’d not been informed, nor, I
assumed, had my twin sister in Italy.
When I explained all this to
Arlene, she glanced quickly at
me, from across the bar, where
she was serving, her leg
characteristically propped on
a sink, a relaxed
stretch to her lean body, and
remarked, ‘bitch: that’s probably
what I would do. Cover
the money, worry
about the rest
later.’
Early in the 1980s I ran into an old 
friend who had been living in Hawaii 
for years, sailing a trimaran for which he’d 
gotten a post office contract to 
deliver mail to some 
small outer islands, and he 
told me of Arlene’s 
last years, that she had 
‘gotten into drugs’ by then and 
lived over her ‘current bar’ where, 
as she got sicker from 
disability and disease that 
left her an invalid, her 
suppliers were stealing 
everything, her clothes from 
the closet, even the bedding and 
‘stuff on the night table.’ It all 
sounded like a scene I remembered 
from Zorba the Greek, a 
helpless Frenchwoman (one 
Madame Hortense) tormented 
on her deathbed in just such 
a way.
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Alcatraz is not a rock but
a place of peace and

a bird sanctuary for some.
For fifteen years the National

Park Service sponsored a
‘citizen science’ project

of bird watchers who
in pairs walked the island

to specific destinations recording
an avian census, 12

districts, 10 minutes each, very
small as is the

island. Labor Day to
mid-winter was

the season, when no birds
were nesting, just

being there, gulls mainly, but
many migrants and other
species every two weeks,

half a day, circa
2000 A.D.

Years before a tour of the
prison had left but a

single memory, that the
authorities had fed the
inmates lots of pasta to

pacify them, make the ‘sleepy.’
For us it was a roof where ravens

sometimes survey the tiny
land and vast marine

dominion that was there for
each of us, the very

easy rambles, sunny days,
those with rain and fog, the prize

a rarity, my partner, Matt, an
expert birder, a City fireman, a

thumbs up when a burrowing owl
was sighted, the search
of conifers for warblers
migrating, the western

gulls jammed on the parade
ground, the leucistic fox sparrow

in zone 10, high
on the island, by the water

tower where a peregrine
falcon sometimes perched:
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peace. So very far
away from what we’ve done,

are doing yet so much a 
part of the great port city, the

commerce with Asia, cargo
ships looking unseaworthy so

high the stacked containers loomed
on enormous vessels plying

waters once a mystery to all but
tule reed canoes. It

was the fog horn at the north
end of the island, zone 11 where

a few cormorants rested on rocks and
the current often seemed a river

rapids as it turned the shore, un-
quiet days, a

tension in the motion of the
air, the earth and water gods so

potent just out of sight, a
patch of grass, a bush, a

song sparrow hiding unsuccessfully
because it really didn’t want to, wanted

to jump around to hint alarm
when nothing was wrong

at all, for
any of us. 
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